
Twelve	Chinese	Animals	
Monkey	

Years: 1908, 1920, 1932, 1944, 1956, 1968, 1980, 1992, 2004, 2016, 2028, 2040, 2052, 2064, 2076, 2088 
Monkey is Yin and Ninth Sign of the Chinese Horoscope. 
Positive Traits: Wit, Zeal, Improvisation, Cunning, Leadership, Stability 
Short Comings: Opportunism, Deceit, Self-Involvement, Loquacity, Ruse, Silliness  
 

Here follows a modern observation of domesticated Monkey. On an island in the Gulf of Siam there 
are extensive coconut plantations and when the crop is ready for collection the farmers attach a rope 
around the neck of their trained Monkeys. It’s a long rope allowing the Monkey plenty of slack as it 
scampers up the coconut palm tree. The Monkey grabs a coconut and hurls it to the earth far below. 
Sometimes Monkey gets distracted by something interesting like an ear itch or rectum scratching and 
the farmer beneath is quick to give some firm tugs to the rope and sure enough Monkey gets back to 
the business of picking that coconut off the stem and throwing it where it belongs. This is not to 
suggest a tree bound career for Monkey people, oh no. It’s to point out that it’s very easy for Monkey 
people to turn their attention to details that distract from the task at hand. Monkey people tend to be in 
the vanguard of their chosen fields. Monkey people think creatively and with imagination discovering 
fresh and inspiring ways to achieve business goals. Monkey people are good at sales or positions that 
require dealing with numbers and money. They are meticulous in record keeping and driven to do 
become even more efficient. Persuasive and intelligent, Monkeys do their utmost to excel. Their 
extraordinary natures and magnetic personalities are always well liked. Their charm and humor are 
the reasons for their popularity. Monkey people are very good at problem solving, and they know how 
to listen to colleagues and arrive at solutions at the same time. Along with Monkeys curiosity there is a 
steady striving for knowledge. Monkey people have a good chance of becoming famous or well known 
at whatever they do. Monkeys are full of Chi and generally cheerful in nature. Because of this 
abundance of energy Monkey people need to find healthy outlets. The Universal Healing Taos 
Macrocosmic Orbit is an excellent practice for Monkey people promoting vigorous health and 
longevity. Monkeys keep their secrets close to their chest and use their love of competition to keep 
themselves stimulated in their occupations. Monkey people do best when allowed to excel in things 
that showcase their strategic planning or money skills. Financial planning, accounting, stock broker, or 
banking positions are excellent opportunities for them. Monkey is most compatible with Rat and 
Dragon. Either of these will make strong unions in friendship, love or business. Rat, Dragon and 
Monkey make fine companions in adventures. Boar is also fairly good if there are specific areas of 
common interest. Monkey people should, however, avoid any type of long term relationship with Tiger 
people as there are few, if any, common areas of interest. The Chinese classic, “Monkeys Journey to 
the West” is assigned reading for anyone wishing to understand the Eastern view and origin of 
Monkey people characteristics. Monkey people love children and may go playing outside of the home 
but will always return to the family. 


